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This report reviews the current status of technologies required for the disposition of plutonium in 
Very Deep Holes (VDH). It is in response to a recent,National Academy of Sciences (NU) report 
(Ref. 1) which addressed the management of excess weapons plutonium and mmmended three 
approaches to the ultimate disposition of excess plutonium: 

1. fabrication and use as a fuel in existing or modified reactors in a once-hugh cycle 

2. vitxification with high-level radioactive waste for repository disposition 

3. burial in deep boreholes 

As indicated in the NAS report, substantial effort would be required to address the broad range of 
issues related to deep borehole emplacement. 

Subjects reviewed in this report include geology and hydrology, design and engineering, safety 
and licensing, policy decisions that can impact the viabiity of the concept, and applicable 
international programs. Key technical areas that would quire  attention should decisionS be made 
to further develop the borehole emplacement option are identified. 

BACKGROUND 
The opportunity and support for arms reduction on an unprecedented scale has arisen with the end 
of the Soviet Union. The disposition of the fissionable materials firom a possible dismantlement of 

The NAS4was requested by the National Security Adviser to do a full scale stndy.of tlie Situation 
including.the management and disposition of plutonium. 'The dgnment  mksinithxTduring the 

government sponsor is the Office of Nuclear Energy in d e  Department of Energy. A standing 
committee at* NAS composed of scientists, engineem and policy experts d e d  out the assignment 
and published their recommendations as "Management and Disposition of Excess2Weapons 
Plutonium" (Re€ 1). 

The NAS committee focused on the security risks posed throughout by the excess nuclear weapo~ls 
and materials. The background information gathering by the tkam included visits to Russia where 
they met with xmjor figures involved in formulating that country's policy on fissile materials 
disposition. 

.. . . m tens of doLisands of nuclear weapons has bemmeaJnaiorreMproblem. - 

Bush Administra tion with the mandate conjjrmed by the Chiton Administrab -onr The'fgrmal U.S. 

.. 

The recommendations of the NAS report include the identification of future focus, attention and 
development related to Pu disposition. Quantities in the range of 100 or more metric tons of 
plutonium from the United States and Russian nuclear weapons are cited by the report to be retired 
within the next decade. A prevailing theme in the NAS report is that the prime issue dated to this 
material is security. Access to fissile material is considered by that team to be the primary banier to 
a nuclear weapon(s) capability for those not yet in possession of it. 

The NAS conclusions recommend the following options for long-term excess weapons plutonium 
disposition: 

"The two most promising options are: Fabrication and use as a 
fuel, without reprocessing, in existing or modified nuclear reactors 
or vitrification in combination with high level waste." 
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The report continues, 

"A third option, burial of the excess plutonium in deep boreholes 
has until now been less thoroughly studied than have the fkst two 
options but could turn out to be comparatively attractive." 

The recommendations of the report regarding these three approaches is that "A coordinated 
program of research and development to clarify and resolve the unmtahties" should be initiated. 

There are significant differences between the properties of excess weapons grade plutonium and 
commercial spent nuclear fuel, including 

1. The volume of excess weapons Pu is correspondingly Smau 

2. The heat generation in plutonium is much less than in commercial spent fueL 

3. Proliferation and criticality risks with plutonium are much higher than with 
co- spent fuel I 

These differences require conside&tion in view of the ~H concept and past assessments. 

3. Evolution by Sweden of a very robust fuel canister with expectation for a 
lifetime at repository depths of "millions of years". @e€ 5) 

4. A German program planned to address issues of its borehole program for 
emplacement of hi& level waste to a maximum depth of 1400 mem. (Ref. 6). 

5. continuing cooperative international efforts on safety assessment methodologies 
for underground disposition. (e.g., Ref. 7) 

.- *._-\ - 2 . \ 

None of the studies, however, address k t l y  the VDH concept which quires emplacing multi- 
tonned radioactive packages to a depth of more than 3000 meters. To date, the underground 
disposition evaIuations and studies can be characterized as: 

1. Emphasizing mined repositories not boreholes as the design concept. 

2. Considering only disposition tunnels at depths in the range of 500 to 1,OOO meters. 

3. Focusing on high-level waste and/or spent c o d a l  fuel for disposal. 
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The concept of deep borehole disposition of nuclear materials and/or high level waste is an 
extension of mined geologic repositories, but has its own set of advantages and challenges. The 
deep borehole concept has been referred to as "VDH" or "very deep hole" approach. The VDH 
proposed solution involves the emplacement of materials in shafts, relying on the extreme depth 
and the properties and integrity of surrounding rock for isolation. The depths envisioned for 
emplacement are thousands of meters deeper than repository designs. 

Assurance that the boreholes are sufficiently deep quires  confidence that radionuclides which 
may escape from the disposed canisters either will never reach the sdace  or usable aquifers, or 
will have decayed to innocuous levek by the time they do. This requires a combination of: 

1. Very slow movement of ground water, 

2. Very slow release of radionuclides to the ground water, 

3. Retardation of radionuclide movement by chemical and/or physical interactions 
along flow paths, and 

4. Noimpactstonaturalcharactens tics or d o n  of significant new release paths 
due to operations r e M  to the VDHrlisposition. 

Key steps leading to disposal of nuclear matefials or waste by VDH include: 

1. Assess geology and hyc€roIogy of potential sites 

2. Develop techniques to model and analyzx how the environment will affect the 
boreholes, how the borehole and contents will affect the geologic and 
hydrologic environment, and the transport of radionuclides 

3. Establish the design and engineering effort related to drilling, emplacement and 
closure 

4. Demonstrate compliance to relevant design, safety and reguIatory requirements 

5. Communicate interactively with the public and other stakeholden 

6. Implement the VDH disposition approach for a specific site 
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The deep borehole concept for disposition of excess weapons grade plutonium is viewed as a 
series of deep, vertid holes extending 4,000 or 5,000 meters into the earth, with nuclear material 
filling about half the depth covered with backfill to the surface. No direct experience exists with 
emplacement of packages to such depths. The packages would weigh tons or tens of tons. There 
are no current or planned facilities for spent fuel or waste emplacements at such depths. Thm are 
no projects in place or planned for drilling to such depths to address safety/conml, retrievability, 
or material behaviors at extreme temperatures (1500 C or greater) and pressures (12,000 psi). 
Therefore, there have been no efforts to establish licensing requirements and design criteria for 
VDH disposal. As a consequence, developing a deep borehole option for excess weapons grade 
plutonium disposition would quire  a major initiative by DOE. The temperature and pxissure 
increments of these depths will have a significant impact on design requirements and project 
feasibility. Table 1 provides a summafy of the VDH and repository approaches to underground 
disposition. 

The motivation for defining and evaluating the VDH concept is that this approach might offer 
unique and substantial security and safety benefits. It may provide the possibility of a virtually 
inaccessible end-state which relies on natud/physical, passive barriers for long term assurance of 

GEOLOGY A N D  HYDROLOGY, 

, ,  inaccessabity. I '  

TechnoIogy/Technical Status 

Several countries have initiatives in progress to characterize locationsand to select prospective 
short lists of sites considered for disposition of commercial spent fuel and/or radioactive waste. 
Most projects are for repositories in the range of 10oO m. d e e ' p . ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o n  
equipment technologies may b e q u i r e d f o r p t e r  depths becay * of .j., thehigher 2. temperature - _  and 
pressa =&tiom!hti+M f ~ $ ~ ~ H . & & & & ~ ~ ~ ~ & f i ~ ~ $ ,  ~ ~ f l ~  x$cfi&,j , c  

e*.. - . . The current efforcs'at&e~~"~project in-%e$nanl haverWbrieftymmmanid h-~6lihtltre 
(Ref. 2) and the project provides a basis for experience at representative (currently 7000 m.) 
depths. Laboratories exist elsewhere to address geology/hydmlogy&sues, Qmda (Ref. 8) and 
Belgium (Ref. 9). Facilities are being planned forFrance (Re€ 10) and Sweden (Ref. ll), but the 
current or planned q h a s i i  at these faciliti& will 'probably reflect*th~'%pository Orientationsf the' 
countries where they are located, ie. depthscof-so0 to 1,OOO heters..::. 

Any proposed deployment of underground emplacement of fnaterials will rely to a substantial 
degree on the current and predicted stabiity of that geosphere for proposed Sites. Definition must 
be assigned to the "adequate level of stability required". Proven data accumulation techniques and 
technologies need to be deployed. Validated and verified analytic techniques will be needed to 
develop defensible conclusions related ma site's characterization and adequacy should a decision 
be made to proceed to develop the VDH option. 

> r .  . 
I - .  - 

The performance adequacy of the VDH concept through the drilling, emplacement, closure and 
postclosure periods will require an integrated system of engineered, geologic and hydrologic 
barriers. The key to the definition of "adequate" geologic and hydrologic performance depends 
upon the extent of long-term reliance on the natural geosphere. There is a pmgtmmatic approach 
in which total reliance would be placed on geology and hydrology integrity at the time the borehole 
is closed. Other program philosophies proposed may require a very long term integrity of the 
engineered barriers, perhaps in excess of l0,OOO years. 
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Relevant site characteristics will include current migration paths for radionuclides, and ability to 
resist future formation changes or creation of routes to the biosphere. Influences related to site 
conditions in the future would include: (i) natural events, (ii) borehole drilling and sealing 
activities, (iii) effects of the presence of nuclear material, and (iv) intrusion by humans. 
Representative factors that would enhance a site's attractiveness would include: (i) seismic 
stabiity, (ii) extremely slow ground water movement, and @) predicted chemical and/or physical 
retardation of radionuclides that could be released into the surrounding rock or Soit 

Specific geological or hydrological parameters that will be important to performance assessments 
include, for example: 

Mechanicalstrength 

Salinity of ground water 
T h d  conductivity . Heatcapacity 
Temperatures 

. Permeability 
Pomsity 

Sorption coefficients 

Distribution coefficients 
Transmissivity 
Moisture content of rock 
Pressure 

. Diffusivity . Dispersivity 

Variations of those characteristics as a fuaction of depth, temperature, pressure and radiation 
environments must be appreciated and modeled with confidence.. There may be a need for 
substantial amounts of characterization information accumulated at a large range of subsurface 
depths for any future decision to develop the VDH concept, 

TechnoIodTechnicaI Siatus: 
I . -*--, ,"..- I:, >- 

- - <-> $7 f Lt-& ", G. .+._ 
- r  I I 

-- 
. 1 .- 

Drilling: Recenf technology advances have resulted in"aG%r&hig &@den&lSel of 
drilling success at the depths associated with the deep bo&h'ole eqlacenkn&%?n&pt. 
Enhanced bit designs, creative use of 'drilling fluids, and increasing attention'tb- pipe 
inspection have emerged recently. Increased attention to information g a t h a g  and 
assessment as well as creative schemes of modifying hole diameters are additional examples 
of how deep bore drilling is becoming more effective. The gas and oil exploration industry 
and companies are leaders in such technology advances. Potential issues of long term 
integtityofboreholeswillneedfintherattentionespeciallyifretrievabilityisa~~~ 

Fuel Canister: No design efforts are currently in progress to develop canisters having a 
with 

the VDH concept. A development which may be useN is the current design favored in the 
Swedish repository efforts (Ref. 5). The canister is a composite copper/steel design. The 
outer (copper) thichess of 50 mm is intended to provide corrosion protection. The inner 
(steel) thickness (also 50 mm) is intended to provide mechanical strength. other parameters 
of '1KBs-3": 

requirement to withstand the texnperames and pressures of the emplacements assocrated - 

Height 489cm. 
OD 88 cms 
Weight 17 tons (total) 
Weighc 11 tons (canister) 
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The expected Hetime of this canister in the anticipated granite bedrock is "millions of years". 

Because of the large margin inherent in the canister design, some of these features may be 
useful in the more extreme environments of the VDH option. 

(c) Emplacement and Retrieval Equipment. Most of the eRort in this design area has been 
documented by the Germans (Ref. 6). Handling tests with dummy canisters have taken place 
and mining authorities have approved a transport and haudling system. Thirty test canisters 
and waste sources have been fabricated and await German licensing for more testing at the 
Asse mine. The testing will be performed in very shallow boreholes. In the Gorleben 
repository (under construction) the actual travel depth of emplacement will start 
800 m. underground and continue for approximately another 600 m. Such idormation will 
be usefd but not definitive for the VDH concept. 

The borehole testing program planned by the Germans includes handling and emplacement 
demonstration as a key focus. There has recently been emphasis on an assessment of 
long-term dimensional changes ('%onvergence") of boreholes. This type of behavior can 
have significant emplacement and/or retrieval consequences. Recent measurements at 
temperatures well below expected extremes of the depths of deep borehole emplacement 
indicate a reduction in borehole diameter of one meter holes in the range of several 
millimeters after 1 year and further converging at a similar rate for the following year or two. 
At the more extrememe prei;sures of the depths of the deep borehole concept the rates may be at 
an accelerated pace. 

(d) Plugging and Backfilk Technical progress in this area has included material c- ' *  'on, 
. studies in several coyntries. ~rograms are focused on m ; * t & g  will_be yp~y$.idt&q,-. 

bulk qu&ities ifbey demons*&te s&icient functional p e r f o r m a n ~ 3 h ~  oIl?ofkey~;: 
properties include parameters such as stress, strain, permeability, etc. M&lk&%&'?$& 
is in progress. The initiatives in place will address depths much!shallower than enyisioned 
for the VDH concept. 

An example of efforts in progress include a CEC (Commission of Etimpean Codmt~es) 
sponsored program in Belgium to evaluate clay as a backhllanaterial (Ref. 12). i,Rebted 
testing will include radiation (CEREBUS), characterization. under thermal ioadiugs 
(CACI'US),,and backfill procedures validation (BACCHUS project). Results have not yet 
been provided in the published literature. 

. ~ ~ , , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ t , ~ ~ - - - ~  -* &-.&,&&.&&+ .Li X.., 

; , x Z * & p  i: ~ P C . 7  ;-. &&@& 1. <': 

The status and challenges for major technical developments include: 

Prilling. Boreholes of. the depths (3,000 to 5,000 meters) and diameters (in the range of a 
meter) have been accomplished, mostly by the oil and gas exploration industry. Currently 
(Ref. 13) there are dozens of boreholes in the U.S. in the range of 3,000 to 5,000 meters 
deep. 

Technical advancements and improvements have addressed many of the problems for oil and 
gas drilling that arise at great depth, including the stability of the borehole itself. The 
integrity and behavior of the borehole needs to be given close attention because of impacts of 
directional stresses. Larger diameter drilling can be of special concern. 

Advances to enhanced stability have included: (1) development of tools for analyzing 
Stability, 
(2) use of casings to support the hole, (3) close attention to selection of drilling fluids, and 
(4) a process of step-down decreases in hole diameters for drilling to great depths. 
Improvements in drill bit design have also occurred regularly. 

, 
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Instabilities, if left unchecked, can result in elliptical rather than circular holes and/or 
substantial deviations from a truly vertical-hole. :These problems would tend to increase in 
severity as the hole depth increases, and can have obvious implications for the emplacement 
and retrieval phases of a VDH project. Recent technologies have demonstrated 
improvements in the ovality and verticality concerns, but not at conditions prototypic of VDH 
approaches. 

Prediction of potential disruptions that the drilling process may have on the fracture 
characteristics of the penetrated geosphere have been improved. The "measurement-while- 
drilling" technique has been developed for early identification of unexpected situations. The 
attention to failure analysis and inspections is indicative of an increased attention to drill 
piping integrity. 

The most reIevant deep borehole information may come fiom the German project ("KTB", 
Ref. 2) that has an objective of drilling to depths of more than 12,000 meters; and has already 
achieved 7000 meters. The project aim is to gather geological, geophysical and earth 
processes related informaton, and to perform detailed analyses of the data collected. 

State of the art features of the 'XTrIB" project include on site capability of 8 megawatts of 
power, modern data acquisition zjnd pmssing, engineeing advances in braking and drilling 
control systems, advanced pumping and circulation equipment, and instrumentation features 
that enable measuremerit-whiledrilling. The drilling program includes five planned shifts of 
hole diameter with depth as well as changes in drilling fluids at certain depths. Piping 
inspection has been an important feature of the effort 

Total cost of a VDH project and operations is expected to be at least hundreds of millions of 
dollars. Actual drilling costs wouzd be in the range of tens of millions of dollars per borehole 
(Ref. 14). A small number of boreholes would be needed (e.g., one or two for a "tens of 
tons" inventory). 

The new challenges that a VDH commitment for plutonium disposition wodd impose on 
drilling include: 

1. Potential reliance on very long term canister integrity and access 
2. Inmmental heat loads on materials 
3. Radiation loading on materials 
4. Emplacement of heavy materials into such boreholes. 

Fuel Canister and Emplacement. The sequence of steps for VDH operations includes on-site 
facilities and capabilities for receiving, handling, inspecting, temporarily storing, and 
preparing for transfer containers of plutonium for emplacement. Tasks will include design 
and operations related to remote handling, hot cells and shielding. 

Past conceptual studies (Ref. 14) provide descriptions of the variety of tasks. Cask 
tranporters would carry containers (several per cask) of Pu from a central receiving facility to 
an emplacement facility. Rail vehicles would move the casks over the hole where the 
container modules are lowered. For time and economy, "strings" of several 
container/modules might be lowered at once. The procedure is repeated until an 
"emplacement zone" of the borehole (viewed as approximately the lower 50% of the depth) is 
filled. After insertion of backfill material, the hole is plugged and the emplacement 
equipment is moved to the next hole. Figure 2 provides a conceptual layout 
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There is little precedent for using such deep holes for disposal of multi-tonned packages; 
The reliability of the series of hoistings, lowerings, inter-lockings and movement through 
thousands of feet would have to be demonstrated as part of a decision to m e r  evaluate the 
VDH option. The potential safety and risk implications of related postulated events have yet 

The emplacement depth and environment will impose design constraints on the canisters. 
For example, pressures may be in the range of 12,000 psi. Such a situation may have a 
major impact on container thickness as well as implying perhaps a very dense configuration 
of PU and filler materials to add further assmce  regarding crushing or compaction at great 
depths. 

to be fully addressed. 

Specific details and the economic viability of the VDH concept are dependent upon the 
requirements for the canisters regarding retrievability and long-term integrity. VDH program 
objectives could mandate a long-term integrity canister (rather than long-term total reliance on 
the geosphere) should policy decisions mandate retrievable/intact containers (rather than . 
"practicably irretrievable") . Such designs may become a limiting economic issue to the VDH 
effort (Ref. 14) due to retrieval design implications. 

Plum5ng and Backfill. The backfilled volume resulting from the borehole drilling operation 
will become a major barrier between the plutonium and the environment. The open volumes 
bemeen the canisters and casing would be filled with plugging materials. Representative 
plug xnateIials include gravel, salt, clay, and cement grout. The material would be pumped 
into place or emplaced as blocks. 

i c. ne-:wH approach qnr+esult in the n@. for a very tight sealant between the plutonium and 
. . ...>* vimnqliateeojuide %.. . * pqiroyeg$i -Ad@@onalt$ort would be needed-tqasqs the*impact of 
I , &qe,&oniqg.g&ted hzit ~o.&,.and r_a4iatin-onkthe integrity.of-.\, mestions have 

aIso been raised regardhig gas generation effects due to conosion of container e.:* 
impact of the external environment (temperature, pressme) would also need to be assessed. 

If -, . S q c h n _ d  beh@oq @d be a$ical ifen&,qexcd barrim are required to be a,key safety 
feature for very long time periods. 

Technology/Technical Status: Several international studies are in progress on the safety of 
underground disposition. Ompeqitive efforts on methodology development, safety analysis, and 
rislc assessments are either planned or being implemented. The methodologies and the process of 
establishing event scenarios and sensitivity analysis may be of use to the VDH effort. 

The DECOVALEX effort (Ref. 15) will be a multikscipline/multinational effort managed 
by Sweden to address thermal-mechanical, geological-hydrological events. Mathematical models 
will be established and be validated. Participants include France, Canada, UK, Japan, Finland, 
and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The Lawrence Berkeley Lab has pmvided a 
Vice-chairman. A further example of international cooperation involves the EVEREST 
(Ref. 16) program. Participants (France, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany) will work together to 
select scenarios for performing sensitivity studies. Some nations have sponsored safety analyses. 
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The Gorleben site efforts in Germany offer the only current activity requiring licensing and 
involving extended borehole emplacements. Issues such as long term integrity, retrievability, 
material behaviors and related requirements, and monitoring are examples of significant 
considerations which may have little licensing precedent. The Gorleben site is under construction 
and has a target date of 2008 for operation, including emplacement of high level radioactive waste 
in boreholes of approximately 300 to 600 meters in length. The boreholes will be drilled starting at 
800 meters below surface. 

The borehole testing program planned by the Germans involves future attention to gas generation 
and release including generation of hydrogen through corrosion attack on potential canister 
materials. The testing program will include evaluating gases resultant from radioactive waste 
packages. Gas formation is also expected due to irradiation of surrounding salt rock and will be an 
additional focus of the testing program planned. 

Performance assessments would involve conclusions related to: (i) a currently stable geosphere 
that will remain so, (ii) acceptably low probability of criticality, and (iii) no adverse radiological 
releases to the biosphere over an extremely long time fi-ame of reference. Fundamental to such 
issues is the question of what is acceptable. Safety and licensing criteria have to be developed such 
that the level of necessary safety related performance for the-borehole, canister, backfill, and 
geosphere be defined and against which a regulatory review can be performed. 

Top level policy decisions will influence the direction of the regulatory and safety review. For 
example, the issue of retrievability might be a key parameter of interest from a security viewpoim 
If "practicable irretrievability" is a requirement,,the safety and design features of the canister, its 
duty cycle,.and a representative set of accidents gotoranalyze will be affected. Likewise, a more 
economical design im evolveif imtrievability@npliesthat.the.cauister must maintain its integrity 
only' thrakgh boreho1e:slosure. ., ,In such- a :case2 long-term -assurance of dw,would rely on 

'-0f.thesite. geology atidrhydm1ogy:iSuch a - s i ~ ~ o n ~ w o ~ ~ - ~ ~ e e x t e n s i v e  c- 

P&t indicafions:are:that&J;S: regulatory. agencies.mayhvC a problem wi~~t0tal:reliance on the 
geosphke for safety assuiance. With regards-to-the.repository handling oE.high level waste, for 
example, the EPA has indicated a preference for an "assuran& requirementtt of several different 
barriers, both natural and engineered. This position reflects concern for sole reliance on geologic 
media. The uncertainties present in performance c- 'cs Mormation is the issue. 

, .  . - .  15 - .  
'i .:.&3x zi p&Jy,: -&dS."I ,,-da ,,l.L+ ,.,-?- 5,.  -.-. >;,;-~.:r..+- .d-- - I-*.- ._. ~ r - -  5 . 2  G<'?...J+:CL-; Y*--s- - . ' .  I : ; - .  . I 

W E R N  ATTONA L ATTENTIOPi[. 
. -  

a .  

Over a dozen countries have been actively evaluating underground concepts for radioactive waste 
and/or spent commercial nuclear fuel inventories. IAEA conferences (Ref. 7) demonstrate focuses 
of interest, progress, current attentions and remaining: issues. Some of the nations providing 
speakers at such meetings include: I 

Germany .Canada Russia 
Sweden UnitedKingdom Japan 
Switzeriand Belgium czechoslovakia 
France Italy Finland 
unitedstates Argentina Spain . 
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Some of the areas of particular interest with current progmms are: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Geusphere modehg 
Site specific characterhtions 
Behaviors of clay, granite, salt rock 
Pressure build up in rocks 
Safety analyses 
Heat and gamma radiation induced generation of gases 
Monitoring technologies 
Sealing materials behaviors 
Risk assessments 
Retrievable emplacement equipment and procedure demonstmion 
Measurement of gas releases in sealed boreholes 
Thermal analysis 
Outgassing of natural gases at elevated temperatures fbmrock 
Gas migration through rock 

Most of this work involves repository concepts with depths of lo00 meters or less. Although the 
information obtained will not constitute all that is needed for VDH purposes, some useful insight 
can be obtained hmthese efforts. I . ,  , , 

Sweden and Germany are examples of countries which have performed options assessments for 
different underground disposal alternatives for their commercial nuclear,pgrams. As a result of 
these activities, Germany has been focusing on a vertical borehole approachas the.* Solution 
for heat producing radioactive waste. A borehole concept is al~jthe~back~~.ShOnld.hOiSting 
technology render its plans .infeasible to Use-b-vy casks to dispdseq,%nttfueI iq..Ihe~~p&itciry;-~, 
Sweden decidedqon d e  mined repository conceptas its solution~o~~~~~!~~~e~ 
vertical borehole option *was:given.a lower ranking. 'khidy ~ ~ b ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ e ~ o ~ ~ e ~  
system is highly dependent on the properties and performance of the be&c&k which is &&vely' 
unexplored to the pmposed-depths'.'.' There-&sorne:hdic&on (Ref: $~X5f@essurem~~n:~e2 

... r a ,:- 5. ?. --'"- - 9 3  . " r ;  T*p*l ;;e* . . - . -. 1; k.&.;C :?E-.? "-:: , : ' ' "9 
, 1:;: ,-.:q: .-;2 : -, 

issue of the borehole empl-asment @ o ~ - j ~ w & ~ ~ ~ * - i ~ ; ~ :  ~$:..<? &&a?;tg+ ,;-;3% 3.- -1e.7- % 3 .-I r~f.,t.jGQ.,-., .by:*;i k, 

, ,  ,<', - - ', 
La. *J-:-._, '. 

, - .  '. 
CoNcLUSIOm'.  ;. ., -. . - -  . . ' :.,.-;:nr.,; :. f I;; .~ 

1 I -; .*4/-, - 1 .,-*,.,.. * I C  , 
. . .  . p- . 2..f :'r-.--' ,- . . 

Status Summary 
- 3 -  

The Very Deep Hole option will have to confront numerous challenges to achieve sukess. 
Material compatibilities and the depths involved in disposing of volumes of plutonium raise 
important questions related to design and engineeringinvolved with the drilling and containersas 
well as backfill and sealant materials. Policy questions, the regulatory review pr0Cess;and 
effective mechanisms for communicating wid the public would have to be addressed. Table-2 
provides a list of some of the specific work packages that need to be accoqIished should there be 
a decision to proceed with the VDH concept. Fundamental efforts, such as creation of site 
selection criteria and a k e w o r k  for safety assessment and licensing related interactions would 
need to be established. Equipment may need to tii= developed to enable a reliable approach to 
collect important site information. No programs for fuel or waste emplacement exist which collect 
information and predict behaviors at the depths envisioned for the VDH alternative. A summary 
status of issues is provided in Table 3. 
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The extreme depth of the boreholes and the resulting lengthy path to the biosphere may compensate 
for many of the challenges. Access and retrievability may be very difficult to attain for the deeply 
emplaced Pluto nium.... which may be the fundamental, significant advantage for this approach. A 
long term integrity requirement for containers could make the program infeasible ... but that 
requirement may not be necessary if adequate levels of inaccessibility achieve the security 
objectives of excess weapons grade plutonium disposition. 

No path forward will be quick or easy. The NAS report has concluded that for any option "it wiU 
be necessary to provide secure intermediate storage of surplus weapons plutonium for decades, 
since long-term disposition will take years to start and possibly decades to complete". 
Further evaluation of the VDH disposition approach may establish a true optional path forward. 
The concept is the most likely approach to achieve any inaccessibility objectives and/or assurance 
of safety and environmentaI acceptabiity by reliance in the long term on naturaI, physical barriers 
rather than engineenxi features. 

There is ample precedent for sites within the DOE complex to support resolution of issues reIated 
to the deep borehole option. For example, pertinent technologies that are relevant and part of the 
existing core competencies at SRS include: 

Monitors and Sensors 
Seismic Technology 
Groundwater Mapping 
Risk Assessments 
MaterialsBehavior 
container analysis and testing 

Likewise, relevant SRS competenGes that can be of pmgmmmtic value include: ~ 

Safety Analysis Documentation 
Estabkhing of @xi= Criteria and OperarionalPerformance Requirements 

prOgramManagement* I 

Independent Design Review 

Regulatory~t&"g~.--~.* 0 

- -,, 

Site data base systems and documentaton 

This document has addressed current activities, relevant technology, gaps that exist, and areas for 
focusing evaluation efforts. Future performance assessments would need to address the VDH 
concept as a total system including the borehole and its depth, filler and sealant materials, canister, 
and the rock, soil, and groundwater environments. Overall acceptability will depend on the 
integrated response of that system when compared to specific security, safety and operational 
requirements that will need to be developed. Particular attention would need to be paid to the 
unique operating environments that would be involved. 
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Repositow 

Table 1 

Underground Disposition Comparisons 

loo0 meters or less 
below surface 

500 C range of t emperam 

3000 psi range of pressures 

- VDH 

. -  
e As deep & 4,000 

or 5,000 meters ~ow'sT;iface 

0 15WC range 

12,ooOpsirange 
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Table 2 

Representative Work Structure for a VDH Program: 
Site Characterization and Investigations 

Design Criteria Development 

Canister Design(s) 

Site Selection Criteria Development 

Surface Facilities and a d a r y  support systems 

Borehole Design(s) and Drilling Requirements 

Emplacement Facility and Equipment 

Safety andEnvironmeqtal Analyses andDommenWon 

Plugging Capability Design 

0 Monitoring and Surveillance 

Licensing Plan andRegulatory Interfacing 

status * 
(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

* 
(1) Approach in place andor current state of art can form basis of 

activity. 

(2) Important information is in the planning process and may be a strong 
basis. 

(3) Large effort needed, not currently planned or underway. 



Table 3 

Summary of Underground Disposition of Spent FuelLHigh Level Waste 

Geology - Hydrology, 

Current Situation 

Depths representative of a deep 
borehole project (4000 meters) have 
been achieved. Proper drilling fluids 
and insertion of casings for support are 
especially important for deephole 
drilling. 

Salt and grahte are 'among the 
preferred candidates for "host rock". 
Gathering of site specific information 
is underway. Some groundwater 
modeling has been initiated as well as 
for dynamic response of rock. 

Designs for repository conditions are 
being evolved Fuel mntainer materials 
under consideration include copper, 
titanium, stainless steel, nickel for 
example. Swedish design in particular 
is focused on long term integrity. 
Clays, sands, grouts, salt being 
evaluated as buffer or seal materials for 
emplacement. 

Representative Issues 

Hole stability under increased heat and 
radiation loadings and extreme pressure 
conditions associated with VDH needs 
to be established. Diameter of hole and 
depth are key parameters. Stress/strain 
impacts on surrounding geosphere will 
be more critical than in previous drilling 
precedents. 

Most information will not be at the 
greater depths characteristic of the VDH 
concept. Models need to be further 
validated. Enhanced data collection 
technologies for VDH may need to be 
developed. Swedish and French efforts 
are underway for new laboratories to 
perform geology/hydrology studies. 

Behaviors at VDH conditions would 
have to be considered. Emplacement in 
boreholes of extreme depths have yet to 
be planned or demonstrated. Policies 
on retrievability and life integrity of 
container can have a major impact on 
design features. Corrosion issues are 
currently being studied related to 
canisters. 



Table 3 

Summary of Underground Disposition of Spent Fuel/High Level Waste 

Topic 

Safety and Licensing 

Disposition Facility Projects 

&it Situation 

Analyses have generally shown 
con€ormance reg-g. parameters such 
as predicted temphhies rind radiation 
releases to the environment, Much 
international mpeiatiori,. 

I .  
, .  

, I .  

, , I I. .; .~ 4‘) 

German project .is’’. most relevant 
(Gorleben site); ;target, has been for 
2008 inidal.:operation;” -,Gorleben will 
include high level ,waste’emplacement in 
boreholes but no,’deeper than 1100 to 
1400 meters;) ‘:,Canada, Germany, 
Sweden, USA,, Firilhd,have plans for 
spent fuels in ’ repositories. Other 
nations have‘, p1ans;:for wastes ,in 
repositories. , I .  

! 
* I d .  , ,  * 

Representative Issues 

Control and safety related to 
emplacement remain to be verified, 
especially under VDH conditions, 
Development of licensing criteria for 
deep emplacements will need special 
attention. Analysis methodologies and 
appropriate combinations of inputs 
needs further validation. Gas 
propagation and release impacts will 
need further consideration. 

Sweden has recently decided that an 
operational demonstration project 
will be undertaken in order to establish 
better confidence in basic areas 
such as licensing, safety analysis, 
site characterization methodologies, 
Germans could emplace spent fuel in 
boreholes if repository hoisting 
technology for heavy casks ‘cannot be 
demonstrated. 
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700 meters 

Figure 1 (redrawn from Ref. 14) 

Comparison of VDH and Repository Concepts 

U 

. .  

Notes: 

Emplacement Zone: 

Repository Zone: 

Depths in whichh  disposed 

Geologic containment area, e.g. lo00 years 
of isohtion in event of radionuclide release. 
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(redrawn from Ref. 14) 
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